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Abstract

Background: There is an urgent need to inform decision-making and safe delivery of vaccines in a timely manner. Our objective is to describe the methods we used to perform a patient-oriented realist evaluation of COVID-19 vaccination implementation in Saskatchewan, Canada, in order to understand the underlying mechanisms and contexts of vaccination implementation and vaccine uptake.

Methods: This methodology paper describes a patient-oriented, realist, mixed-method evaluation to assess COVID-19 vaccination implementation in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. The study comprised 3 iterative phases guided by Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Synthesis: Evolving Standards II (RAMESES II). In phase 1 (January–February 2021), we developed the initial program theory, in phase 2 (March–May 2021), we tested and refined the initial program theory, and in phase 3 (June–July 2021), we established the final program theory. Three patient and family partners with different backgrounds and experiences were selected purposively from various locations (urban and rural) in Saskatchewan to engage collaboratively in the evaluation. Data analysis and synthesis occurred at all 3 phases of the project. We analysed qualitative data from phases 2 and 3 using a “retroductive” approach. We used quantitative data to compare outcomes from the 3 sites.

Interpretation: This protocol describes how we developed a final program theory for COVID-19 vaccination implementation with patient and family partners to show for whom, under what circumstances, how and why Saskatchewan’s COVID-19 vaccination program has led to vaccine uptake. With patient and family partners’ engagement, the evaluation findings will be shared with the Saskatchewan Health Authority and provincial government policy-makers and communications departments, published in peer-reviewed journals, presented at provincial or national conferences, and disseminated through any additional media identified by the patient and family partners.

In December 2020, almost a year into the COVID-19 pandemic, Canada implemented a very large vaccination program to prevent further spread of the disease. However, accelerated vaccine development left little time to ground the implementation plans in evidence-based practices, which has contributed to many logistic and ethical challenges. Because vaccine development is typically a lengthy process, there is an urgent need to inform decision-making and safe delivery of vaccines in a timely manner. In the study described here, we aimed to understand why and how COVID-19 vaccination plans used in 3 different sites in Saskatchewan (Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert) have led to vaccine uptake. The study team included 3 patient and family partners with different backgrounds from various locations in Saskatchewan. We used a theory-driven approach — realist evaluation — to assess the experiences of people who received vaccines or not, or were involved in the planning and delivery of COVID-19 vaccines in the province. We explored who did or did not participate, in what circumstances and how the COVID-19 vaccination program was or was not implemented, and why the vaccination program has led to vaccine uptake. With patient and family partner engagement, the evaluation findings will be shared with the Saskatchewan Health Authority and provincial government policy-makers and communications departments, published in peer-reviewed journals, presented at provincial or national conferences, and disseminated through any additional media identified by the patient and family partners.
and complex process; moving quickly can result in mistrust regarding vaccine safety and effectiveness, access and equity issues, lack of community engagement, insufficient supplies and delays in delivery, among other challenges.

Although COVID-19 vaccine programs required implementation plans involving integration of various sectors in the health care system and across sectors, we do not know whether the current COVID-19 vaccination processes in 3 urban areas of Saskatchewan (Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert) have been effective and how they will work in other Saskatchewan contexts. Given that there is an urgent need to inform decision-making and safe delivery of vaccines in a timely manner, we performed a patient-oriented, realist evaluation to develop a program theory of the underlying contexts and mechanisms of implementation and vaccine uptake. The primary research question was “How, why, for whom and under what circumstances will the COVID-19 vaccination program lead to vaccine uptake in 3 Saskatchewan sites?” Our objective in this report is to describe the methods used for the evaluation.

Methods

Study design

Through engaging those with lived experience of the health care system (patient and family partners) and key stakeholder perspectives, we established a program theory of vaccine implementation that can be adapted to multiple contexts across Saskatchewan and other jurisdictions. Our research team includes 3 patient and family partners (C.S., B.A., G.F.), 4 realist evaluators (T.C., N.M., T.V., G.G.), 2 Saskatchewan Health Authority employees (A.R.A., J.V.), 1 Saskatchewan Health Authority policy-maker (C.H.) and 1 research assistant (M.Y.).

We used realist evaluation, a relatively new approach in health care research, to explain why relations exist in complex systems and interventions. Since theories depict the essential processes that cause behaviour and system change, theoretically based programs allow researchers to test hypotheses and show program impact and effectiveness. In developing, testing and refining a program theory, realist evaluators establish explanatory pathways linking how certain contexts (C) evoke underlying mechanisms (M) to generate outcomes (O). These causal relations, referred to as CMO configurations (CMOCs), are the building blocks of program theory. This realist evaluation assessed COVID-19 vaccination implementation in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert using a multilevel sequential exploratory strategy to capture the perspectives of the people who did or did not receive the vaccine or were involved in vaccine delivery. We used the Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Syntheses: Evolving Standards II (RAMESES II) to report the methods and data analysis.

Setting

Saskatchewan is a Canadian province with a population of 1 179 154. More than half of the population lives in the 3 largest cities: Saskatoon (population 336 614), Regina (population 263 184) and Prince Albert (population 46 609). Because the Saskatchewan government chose these 3 sites for the COVID-19 vaccination pilot phase, we selected them for the present evaluation. As of February 2021, 2 mRNA vaccines authorized by Health Canada, produced by Pfizer–BioNTech and Moderna, had been distributed to the provinces, including Saskatchewan. (The Janssen [Johnson & Johnson] and Covishield [AstraZeneca] COVID-19 vaccines were granted national approval after the pilot phase.) The provincial government, in partnership with the Saskatchewan Health Authority and the Public Health Agency of Canada, outlined a COVID-19 Vaccine Delivery Plan, a phased approach to delivering the COVID-19 vaccines to residents. The first COVID-19 vaccination was delivered in Regina on Dec. 15, 2020, followed by Saskatoon (Dec. 22, 2020) and Prince Albert (Jan. 7, 2021). The plan targeted health care workers in intensive care units, emergency departments and hospital COVID-19 units, staff at testing and assessment centres, older care home residents, adults older than 80 years and residents in northern remote communities.

Study phases

Our study comprised 3 iterative phases and engaged patient and family partners at each step (Figure 1).

Phase 1: development of initial program theory

An initial program theory forms the basis for a realist evaluation, narrows the focus of the evaluation activities, and guides the selection of study methods. The goal of this phase, carried out in January–February 2021, was to identify the program’s underlying assumptions, outcomes of interest, proposed mechanisms of achieving targeted outcomes and planned activities — the CMOCs that constitute the initial program theory. The first step in this phase was to review each site’s COVID-19 vaccination program documents and communications. The 2 members of the research team who are Saskatchewan Health Authority employees attended each site’s implementation meetings; therefore, their field notes and observations constituted part of the data collection for this phase.

The second step was to review the literature on implementation of the COVID-19 vaccine and other vaccines to find resources from similar contexts (e.g., theories on implementation of the COVID-19 vaccine or other vaccines, vaccine hesitancy or uptake in various subgroups). We drew on Saskatchewan’s COVID-19 Evidence Support Team rapid review reports and evidence search reports, and the Saskatchewan Social Contours and COVID-19 survey findings regarding vaccine hesitancy. We also reviewed grey literature sources through a realist lens to understand why there is hesitancy or resistance to getting vaccinated.

Aside from these systematic sources, in accordance with realist methodology, we purposively and iteratively searched the literature on vaccine implementation (e.g., H1N1) and grey sources (e.g., media reports) as the development of the initial program theory required.
The patient and family partners were actively engaged in document review, including presentations, field notes and observations. In multiple virtual meetings with patient and family partners, we used MURAL (a digital workspace for visual collaboration, https://www.mural.co/) to identify CMOCs in each source, and analyze and synthesize them into the initial program theory (see Data analysis section for details).

Based on the aggregated initial program theory (CMOCs) at the end of phase 1, the patient and family partners and researchers prepared an open-ended realist interview guide30 that presented each CMOC. Following a “teacher–learner” stance,14,30 whereby the interviewers “teach” the interviewees about the initial program theory, the interviewees were asked to confirm, refute or refine each initial program theory element.

Phase 2: testing of initial program theory
To test and refine the initial program theory, we conducted interviews with 14 purposively recruited eligible participants in March–May 2021. Our inclusion criteria focused on 8 key Saskatchewan Health Authority stakeholders who had planned and implemented the COVID-19 vaccination pilot phase (i.e., stakeholders from Clinical Excellence, Public Health, Protective Services, Human Resources, and Communications, and each site’s clinic managers) and 6 people who were eligible to receive the vaccine in the pilot phase, 2 from each site (i.e., a vaccine recipient and a person who was eligible to be vaccinated but did not receive the vaccine). Following realist sampling strategy,10,11 the patient and family partners (C.S., B.A., G.F.) and A.R.A. interviewed people who were eligible to receive the vaccine in the pilot phase, and A.R.A conducted the key stakeholder interviews. Purposive participant recruitment ensured diverse inclusion of health care workers and non–health care workers.

To identify eligible interviewees, we benefited from the patient and family partners’ experiences and contacts. Using the same recruitment and interview procedures for the 3 locations, we sent email invitations to each eligible potential participant to participate in a 20- to 30-minute interview. Written informed consent was collected before the interview. The interviews were performed via Webex or telephone, and were audiotaped, transcribed and analyzed to build final CMOCs (see Data analysis section), which will be the substance of the program theory for vaccination implementation.16

Quantitative data, such as the number and proportion of people vaccinated per week, and the number of vaccine doses delivered per week, were requested from each clinic at the 3 sites. Aggregated and de-identified data about the number and proportion of people vaccinated are also available from the Government of Saskatchewan website32 and other websites, such as the COVID-19 Vaccination Tracker (https://covid19tracker.ca/vaccinationtracker.html). Quantitative data allows comparisons between the 3 sites regarding outcomes. For example, if the number of vaccine doses delivered at each site for the first month was less than 100% of the projected number, or if the proportion of people who received a vaccine...
did not meet the target, we can compare the context and mechanisms (e.g., damaged or wasted doses, not including groups that may be inappropriate to vaccinate in the target calculation) that led to disparate outcomes. As per the COVID-19 Vaccine Delivery Plan, the provincial target was 10 825 Pfizer–BioNTech vaccine doses delivered per week, and 191 426 doses of both available vaccines were delivered in the first quarter of 2021.32

Phase 3: development of final program theory
In June–July 2021, we synthesized and consolidated the CMOCs that emerged in phase 2 to construct a final program theory (see Data analysis section). Subsequently, in an online meeting with 2 Saskatchewan Health Authority directors who were involved in the strategic planning and implementation of the COVID-19 vaccination program in the 3 sites, we presented the final program theory using the MURAL platform to receive the directors’ final feedback. The patient and family partners and research team then finalized the final program theory in a series of team meetings.

Patient engagement
The 3 patient and family partners have been engaged in patient-oriented realist research, are considered at high risk for contracting severe COVID-19, and have extensive lived experience with the health care system or care of family members with chronic health conditions. All were identified purposefully from various locations (urban and rural) in Saskatchewan. We collaborated actively with the patient and family partners throughout the study. To maximize our engagement with them, we followed the Saskatchewan Centre for Patient-Oriented Research’s Patient-Oriented Research Level of Engagement Tool (PORLET) to direct our evaluation.33

The patient and family partners’ activities encompassed a review of literature related to COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 vaccination programs, and codevelopment of the initial program theory, interview guide and interview questions. They also conducted interviews with people who were eligible to receive the vaccine in the pilot phase, assisted with the analysis and interpretation of qualitative data, codeveloped and refined the final program theory, and planned knowledge translation.

Data analysis
Data analysis and synthesis occurred at all 3 phases of the project to develop and refine CMOC elements. The study outcome (O) was the degree of vaccine uptake for all 3 phases, and contexts (C) and mechanisms (M) were identified in the literature (phase 1) and refined based on the data collected in phases 2 and 3. After training the patient and family partners using the resources and training materials for realist evaluation, the research team iteratively distinguished contexts and mechanisms as they related to the study outcome. A CMO example might be communication (C) leads to perception of mistrust (M), which results in increased or decreased uptake (O).

Quantitative data collected from the Government of Saskatchewan’s COVID-19 Vaccine Dashboard12 as well as daily reports from the 3 sites were imported in Excel (Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise version). Then, we used the daily vaccination rates to monitor what the 3 sites’ vaccine uptake rates were. These rates represented the outcomes in the initial program theories.

We analyzed the qualitative data from phases 2 and 3 using a “retroductive” approach common in realist research.34,35 In this approach, both inductive and deductive analyses are used, along with the researchers’ insights, to understand generative causation.37 The main stages of inductive analysis are developing a code, identifying initial themes from data sources (e.g., interviews) and coding initial themes. For the deductive analysis, we applied the 3 broad concepts of context, mechanism and outcome to the codes identified in the inductive stage. Two independent researchers (a patient or family partner and a team member who is familiar with realist evaluation [A.R.A.]) analyzed the data by selecting the appropriate segments of text and coding them.

All interview transcripts were imported to NVivo 12 Plus software (QSR International). Thorough iterative steps to analyze interview transcripts in NVivo are described by Gilmore and colleagues.38 In brief, any CMO in a data source (e.g., an interview transcript) was recorded as a code, linked to an appropriate initial program theory (node), and added to the memo that is linked to the initial program theory. We then reviewed all CMOCs in each memo using a memo template (Appendix 1, available at www.cmajopen.ca/content/9/4/E1034/suppl/DC1) to develop CMOCs and refine the initial program theory (node). Subsequently, from the new sources (i.e., interview data), we coded CMOCs directly to the most relevant refined initial program theories of former sources.

After we retroductively compared and contrasted each element of the initial program theory (phase 1) with the CMOCs in phase 2, we presented the refined program theory to the phase 3 stakeholder group for final refinement. We collated the refined initial program theories for similarity and overlap to synthesize a final program theory. The patient and family partners along with the researchers synthesized the final program theory in a series of team meetings.
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Interpretation
Although our research does not offer direct benefits to individual participants, the findings will have important practical and research implications. With patient and family partner engagement, we codeveloped the final program theory to share with Saskatchewan Health Authority and provincial government policy-makers and communications departments. By including Saskatchewan Health Authority directors in phases 2 and 3 of
the study, we provided them with the initial and the final program theory to inform system learning for the current and future large-scale vaccination programs. We have met with the coleads of the COVID-19 vaccination program at the Saskatchewan Emergency Operations Center to notify them of this study. The final program theory can be used to inform current or future COVID-19 vaccination programs.

Our findings will also have important academic and research implications. Results will be disseminated at provincial or national conferences, and articles will be prepared to be published in peer-reviewed journals. The patient and family partners will provide guidance on dissemination through any additional media and will be invited to copresent the findings.

**Limitations**

Because of the nature of COVID-19 vaccination plans, the documentations or presentations used as data sources may be limited by changes over time. This may have affected the development of the initial program theory. However, the refinement of the initial program theory in various steps as well as the iterative design of the study may reduce the effect of outdated data sources.

The research team’s alignment with the vaccination program may have introduced potential bias. We intentionally engaged patient and family partners who were in contact with people unwilling to receive the COVID-19 vaccine to mitigate this bias.

The grey literature and media were used to assist in understanding vaccination opposition. The initial program theory relied on limited literature with few peer-reviewed sources. However, we made the initial program theory more robust by benefiting from the expertise of patient and family partners.

Quantitative data were also limited by the accessibility of the Saskatchewan vaccination administrative database (i.e., Panorama). Therefore, we were unable to access demographic data that were related to our program theories. Instead, we were limited to publicly available aggregated data on vaccine rates.

**Conclusion**

We codified a final program theory for COVID-19 vaccination implementation with patient and family partners to show for whom, under what circumstances, how and why Saskatchewan’s COVID-19 vaccination program has led to vaccine uptake. We expect that the findings will inform various stakeholders about the current processes embedded in COVID-19 vaccine delivery in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert, and how these processes can guide further vaccination programs in other Saskatchewan contexts.
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